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ABSTRACT

Tcst aJd cvaluation, in somc form or the othcr, has always hccn a major component of the
development anfll operation t>rogrammcs relating to major defcnce $y£tems. 'l'hc traditional procc£s is
ba,sed on a largely unaccountable and non-inheritable process in which professionalism is thought to
b~ sufficient to ensure that the programmes /lchieve performance targets. After years of evolution, the
U~ Congress legislated arounU 1983, f~r the 'mastcr-planncd tcst and cvaluation' process to be used
under compulsion of law. This much impr"ved test and evaluation process is outlined using a major
defende procurement failurelthat of the seventeenth century warship the 'Vasa'-as a case study to
highlight the main features of the test and evaluation mast~r-planned (TEMP) method.

I

INTR6DUCTION unsyitability. Vasa is chosen, as it serves as a good

In the deNelopment and .operation of large case study. A brief account is diven regarding the

technical systeks, ~xtensi~e use is always m ade of acquisi~ion record of the Vasa to illustrate features

testing and other means to lobtain data on the basis of the process that are relcvant even today. This
.I.

of which system performance, delivery and ~ost will build up the reasons why thejmaster-planned

can be assessed. In recent times, there has been approach offers greater control over the systems

renewed interes~ in deyelopment and applica.tion of engineering process land how it drives towards the

morc rcliablc mclhodologics that usc a spcciric maximum that all systcms dcvclopcrs and uscrs

philosophy for I conducling test and evaluation chase today: 'mor~ performance for I~s's cost and

(T&E) to impr~ve the system development and in less time'.

operation proce~s.! This is best described as the
master-planned approach to T &E and is intended to 2.
be a tutorial staiement only. .

I
An interesting way to appreciate the problems .that can arise is to first I run tHrough one of the --

world's defence acquislitibn disasters-that of the

ill-fated 'Vasa', a 64-cannon warship of the
I

seventeenth century. Whilst, this instance was a
I

Swedish acquisition failure, this exam'ple does not

reflect that Swcdcn I alonc had thcsc dirricultics

-the 'Mary Rosc', an English gallcon of thc samc

period had a similar tare of operational

I.

WARSHIP 'VASA. -CASE STUDY OF A c

SIGNIFICANT ACQUISITION FAILURE

After many years of sea battles, Sweden had

Insufficient number of warships and needed to

commission more. Strength at sea was important to

both Sweden and its opponent nation, Poland.

In 1625, King Gustavus II Adolphus of

Sweden signed a contract with the Swedish

shipbuilder Henrik Hybcrtsson to build what the

King wanted-the best warship till then. It was to

be called tho Vasa. When asked what size of ship
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over even more. The lower cannon port holes had

not been closed. 1Ihe ship filled rapidly and sank

with a heavy loss of lite. The Vasa had been in
,service for just, 1.3 km. 1

was needed, the King replied that he needs a ship

of usual size but with more cannons than that of the

King of Poland's best ship. It had to be more

intimidating than that of the best Polish ship. Over

1000 of the nation's protected oak trees were axed

for the task. After several months, the keel was laid.

The King visited the shipyard. He then asked the

ship to be made longer, as it had to be bigger than

that of the King of Poland. While the hull was

ready to launch, the ship's builder, Henrik

Hybertsson, died in 1627. Hein Jakobsen took over

at a stage when little could be done to alter the main

charapteristics of the ship.

After launching, as th~. super.structure was

being built, the King asked for the stern decks to

be higher than those of the King of Poland's ship

and for good measure to increase the number of
I

main large cannons to be 64. Each cannon weighed

approximately' I tonne. Th(j ship's displacement

was 1210 tonne. The hull was 47.5 m long and the

s,tern height out of water would have been 19.3 m.

Testing for stabil\ty was done by getting 30 men to

run back and forth across the ship whilst ii was

moored at the dock. After just three runs, they had

to stop, for the roll amplitude was already a cause

for concern. Normally, at least 20 such excitations

were needed to get to the same degree of roll.

Present at the test was Adm iral Klas Fleming, the

most influential person in the Swedish Navy. The

only comment recordcd by him was 'if only the

King were home', No action was taken to rethink

about the desigljl, but it was clearly top heavy.

I
The King was overgeas at that time and so he

heard the newf two Jeeks later. The Captain was

imprisoned to await thel official enquiry which

began within 12 hours !of the sinking of the ship.

He defended his ~rew as no,t being intoxicated, that

the ship was ballasted as much as: possible, that the

guns had been secured and oDrly' as many men as

the King had contracted for, were on board, but
,

many pcople could see that it 'was not stable with

its increased number of guns, i~s old hull shape,

high stern, high masts land high sail area. It is

important to realise that al~ such' warships of that.I
ti~e .were usually close to being unstable. No

drawings were used to build them. No calculations

were possible at that ti~e. Ship design wa5 done by

'feel' based on experiepce and desifns were handed

down as tables of dimension recorded in the 'ship's

reckoning'. The Vas,a design had gone over the

edge-it was ~oo inno'vative. It was cbncluded that

the ship was ~ust badly proportioned.

I The official enquiry could riot blame the ship

builder, for pe had died. The King had formally

a~cepted the basic deshgn and the m~jor changes in

it an9 the Admiral Flel~ing was a close fricnd of

the King. The inquiry was concluded with no blame
,

to anyone. No one-was held responsible.

To end this account, the ship had Icost around

half-of-the-national gross product to puild (The

Vasa has since been raised and is now 'preserved in

the Vasa Museum, StockhJlm. This case history has

been extracted froht the accounts h~ld by the

museum). This case history brings out -lveaknesses

of thcir acql~isition proccsg and SllOWS how

master-planned: T&E helps to overcome many of

the reasons th~t culminate in, acquisition failure.

Read~rs familiar with mo~ern large system

acquisition pro~rammeslwill eqsily relqte thcir own

experiences withl many of the facets of this type of

case study. I

The ship h~d to be commissioned in time as it

was needed badly and the King was expecting it.

So, on 10 August 1628, the Vasa began her maiden
sea voyage from below I the Royal Castle in

Stockholm harbour. Ballast was as much as it,could

bcar and the ship was low in t~e w:tter. On board

for the sail out' of the harbour were the 100 .plus

crew and their fam ilies. The gun ports were raised

for a full round of cannon fire and more sail was

raised as the ship passed out of the harbour. A gust

of wind caused it to heel in a disconcerting manner,

but the crew recovered it by that time. As the ship

rounded to leave the harbour entrance, itj heelc.d
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methodolog-y that was used by the Vasa contractor

is b~sed on the use of programme leader's

experience and intuition to drive the process with

T &E used when they see the need to perform such

functions. This can be a much flawed process that

is summed up by the usual sta"tement made in its

defence: 'we know, we know what to do, and when

to do it-it is a matter of having developed

sufficient professionalism. This' is a skill thatI t
cannot be defined but comes from years of

exp~rience and exposure'. In this 'traditional'

method of T &E, there is insufficient visibility or

traceable records. It often fails to contro! technical

performance risks, because it licks (i) means to

pass over control as staff chan~e, (ii) means to

know that one is evaluating to thc proper and high

level requirements, (iii) records needed to trace

back flaws that emerge, (iv) ability to be taught

efficiently, (v) methodology that allows

advancement by scholarly research, (vi) a scientific

underpinning that reduces human and personal

issues, and (vii) means to allow time and cost

ma'1agers a sound basis to make sQund decisions in

their areas.

The Vasa exam p le is now used to illustrate theI ,
I

features that would have greatly reduced the

technical risk control. The death of the first ship

architect, Henrik Hybertsson, left his successor in

the situation where he would have, had great trust

(and faith) in the design, for it had come from a

great master. Abilitylto judge the sound~ess of the

project was greatly diminished. There were np

records of use to refer to, no specifications that

truly pinned down thF performance parameters that

could be ev,aluated at that point. Today, they still

arise in many programmes, but they need not, as

m aster-planned T &E has the means to go a long

way to avoiding the pitfalls.

I
.Most importantly, it performs as expected.

I
The jVasa programme may have met the first

two criteria, but ~t certainlyl failed at the last. It

might surprise some ieaders to learn that many

defence land large cilvilian programmes of all

nations, wpl fail to meet all three at one time. Large

systems procurement programmes usually give
.,

great attcntlon to I day-to-day managcmcnt

functions with respect to the on-time aspe~t and to
j

the financial control cost rspect, but fail to properly

manage the performance aspect.
, .'

In view ~f a very large numberlof acquisition

failures in the ~arly seventees, the US Congr~ss

realised the need to work towards a much improved
.\

T &E procrss th~t concentrated. also on the

technical pbrformance aspbct. They devised the

elements of thy mastcr-pl!\nncd T &E proccss that

came into law tor dcfcncc and othcr major systems

acquisition programmes ir 1985, such as civil
aviation. Reynolds 1 has reviewed this history. By

,
this time, only the US DoD appears to h,ave

master-planned T &E .fully in place as a legally

required process. Aus~ralia is gradually accepting

its principles2., The lntern~tional Test and

Evaluation Association (ITEA) has documents

which provide a rpore detailed basis for this US

movement. The' .record of the meetings that

developed the' cJivilian offering of the first

postgraduate awbrd at .Georgia Tech. are available)I

This process is called masier-planned T &E.

The key feature of thf lJs methodology is the

existence of a T &E master-plan (TEMP). This new

process is markedly diffc~nt from the various

activities that take placle according I to a more

traditi~nal methodplogy for lensuring that

programmes are staying pn track. The traditional

4 COST OF MASTER-PLANNED TEST &

EVALUATION

Tho cost of application of this form of T &E is

often raised as yet another overhead that can be

done away with. The programme falls behind

schedule, the tests can be truncated to make up time
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whole life estimated fost that will be sunk into the

programme. On top of this is the national security

issue: how' m uch is that worth to assist ensuring

that the capability s,cri to bc nccdcd is truly thcrc

when needed., Without a sound T &E process, it will

not be known how well the na~ional defence system

will function until the fateful :real life test arises.

and save costs. They may also be left out due to

lack of foresight in planning ahead to ensure that

the test resources are available when needed. This

issue is also important, for il may lake time and

considerable budget to build the special test

facilities needed. New programmes, both defence

and civilian, are usually innovative to the degree

that there is no real past example to reuse as it was.

The Collins Class Submarine Programme of

Auslralia needed a special underwater test range to

be designed and built whilst the submarines were

also under development. It had to be a better test

range than those existing before it, because the

submarine design was ainl9d lo be quiclcr lhan the

previous models.

When costing the pricc of adcqualc T&E, the

main cost to focus on is really the cost of not

getting the r~quired performance, in time, and
,

within budget. The Vasa may well have provided

many jobs for 'the national economy, but at the end

1000 oak trees and some lOO tonne of castings, etc.

ended up as completely writtcn off asscts without

any service having been achieved. Some readers

m ight argue that Vasa case was an extreme. one, for

programmes never fail to that extent. Sadly, many

still do today: they tend not to be spoken about, as

the em barrassment is oftcn too m uch to accept. In

the Vasa casCf, thc nil finding must surely have been

due to the closeness of the various relationships to

the King. fi.n open and recorded T&E process,

based on gbod science, makes it just so much

harder to co~er up the ,blame, but it also greatly

reduces the risk of such failure.

5 QUALITY PROGRA1"t'1MES NOT
ENOUGH .

It is not widelyl appreciated that the quality

programmes that have ~een standardised so much

and put i-nto place il1 organisations in recent
, decades are. actually about ensuring the
f performance of people and their working support

cnvironment up to tarious levels of 'bbst practice'.

The same applie'S to the tsomewhat similar

capability maturity'models (CMMOs) used in the

software industri,es. These ali I have built-in

direction tp ensure that the team s heading down

the right :path to finally deliver a system that

I provides the required capabilities. If there are

wrong re~uirements. or if their \Specifications are
, not correct within tre whole of tpe programme, all

of the best human i,tentions an'd professionalism

wil~ not satisfy the capability needed. The

craftsmen who built thelVasa ship did quality work

following honoured traqitions that passed on how

to do it well, but they ended up plaking only a

to'urist attraction of great wonder, nqt a successful
ba~tleship. t

As well as for the quality programmes, the

acquisition process must have andther life-long

mechanism in place: the best app9ars to be the

master-planred T&E process. It is opined that

within short time, the master-planned T &E process
I

will becomet internationally,accepted and thecre will

be' internatic!>nal standards fCi>r it. The difficulty that

holds this UtP is that'there i~ only dne country, the

'uS, that has fully embraced the pa~adigm and even

there it is not accepted at the t;ull bdeadth of general

systems engineering praGtice. Furthermore,
because the nature of large systems acquisition and

the systems engirieering processes are fast

changing to suit better Iways to produce large

Having tsaid this, how l;11uch cost is enough?

This is a question that is not well researched -or

if it has, it has not been openly published, for until

the formation of the Australian Centre for Test and

Evaluation (ACTE) as a rcscarch group in a civilian

university. There were scanty open scholarly

debates on the issues involved. Perhaps the answer

to how much to spend is related more to how much

'.insurance' should be taken out. Highl insurance

'premiums' can certainly be expected, as likely

losses can be massive. As a suggestion, a good

target to shoot for must be 5-fo per cent of the
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T & E PROCESSrrEMP)

.SUBSYSTEMS

DESIGNfBUILD

.TRAD ENG DISCIPLINES.SYSTEMS INTEGRATORS

.PROCESS PARA~IGM

.SUPPORT TOOLS

.TIGHTER SPECS

.REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
I

.COMPLEX TECHNO-MGMT

NOS. OF

PEOPLE

I

.~EauEsTERS

.RISK I

t

ASSESSMENT
I

.POLITICS I

.REaulREMELTS

SYSTEMS
INTEGRATIONCONCEPT REAllSATION

I

TIME (YRS)

Figure Simplified acquisition process broken into three key stages

,
system s, it is difficult \ to see if the basics of

master-planned T &E wi I become g9neral enough

for international acceptanc~.

performance is assured. The T&E process starts

right at the beginning of the acquisition process and

runs right up to the very end.

The process must be based on the application

of tried and tested principles of the' scientific

method','i.e., to dccide a nced, set up a way to

achieVe it and then exercise the solution adequately

before de'claring it to be sound. The scientific

process also brings to programme control thej
means to significantly reduce 'human systems

issues due to the recorded requirements aittl agreed

upon targets. Such issues that come under better

control include ov~rly personal: control of

activities, semantic differences in interpretation,
I

either wilfully or otherwise, and injection of

political influences. Well-expressed and recorded

test parameters and statements on how they are to

be interpreted, plus jus~ifications, are able to better

pin down issues making it harder for subjective

thinking to perturb the process.

A battle of~wo paradigm's is. emerging between

formalising and internationalising thcJ proces~ or

keeping it within Ithc company. This has a pas~

parallel with electronic companies tha\ tried to hold

on to proprictary operating sy$tem s-thcy

eventually gate way to open Jsystems interconnect

(OSI) with the result that, the whole industry

became far more \buoyant and progressive.
I

6. UNIFIED PERSPECTIVE ON SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE

Every programm1 includes considerable

testing and evaluation exertises. But too often it is

done within the tramework of only a relatively

limited portion of .the whole and that is whyI
systems often fail'to, meet the needs of cost, time

and performance. , the test targets need to be

well-defined as a~ part of the whole of the life

system. The appllcatio~ of master-planned T&EI
go~s fu.rther, as it is a 'wh~le of process' control

mechanism that brings ab(j)ut coordination of needs

and does not let the wprk p~oceed until

For our purpose here, Fig. I shows a simplistic

view of the acquisition process-from declaration

of need to the point of acceptance into service-of

a majo~system that can be regarded as having three

main s~eps. Due to the limited space, this account
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does not explore the use of T &E in operational

stages-the same principles are applicable there

and are well-established in practice. This paper also

does not seek to develop the details of the various

T&E variations that must arise with the different

forms of systems process now required to be used.

The reader is directed to Dvorak2 for an expose of
I

the issues.

'Things that c~n go wrong here, and do so far too
often, are cited below: I

,I
.The needs staten:tents ~ may already be

wrong, because they have been overtaken

by. other events or wqre never developed

with enough rigour. (Recall here that King
f

Gustavus demanded a longer ship after the

keel was laid)

To bring out more of the necessary key

characteristics, the Vasa programme can now be
switched. I

At the beginning of a programme, that is just

entering the concept phase in,Fig. 1, ~he capability

needed is developed by processes that are usually

less than the sdientifically based ones. This is

justified, as the key capabilities nccdcd are very

much set by per~onal experience of leaders using

their intuition. The Vasa was to have more guris and

be higher and longer than the best then available

ships so as to be more intimidating. Such top level

key decisions are usually surprisingly simple to

reach, but are very difficult to justify and test in

scientifically-based terms. Politics and social needs

will enter the picture here, for the capability

requirement se'ts up the base to develop the

budgetary cost.1 An authority should approve the

needs statement, allocate the budgets and monitor

the progress. Today, some research is openly
,

available to see if a better process can be developed

for establishing these early parameters. A recent
l. 4

relevant accoun,[ is that of Sproles .

Usually, there do exist processes which try to

verify that the expressed need is sound, but that is

not easily done compared with the development of

forward estimates of monetary and time-budgeting

which are much more real entities to deal with at

this early stage than specific requirenirnts of

performance. The next step, the integration stage,

is that wherein details of the design are

progressively developed to yield the capability1
needed or thought to be needed. This is done by

I
breaking down the capability statement into smaller

parts by various methods of reticulation process.

, I!
.Politics can enter t due to the very large f

.,
expenditures that develop as the

programm.e grows over time. (They had to 1l

complete the Vasa by a certain. time, I
t'

regardless) f I
t

.The needs statements are! handed over to f

other people ~ho add thei\r own flavour of

bias and inflyences. (In the I Vasa, it was

particularly bad, as there was little

docuqientation to refer to)
,

.The various groups working on design may

lack I enough communicati~n with other

groups and begin to ma~e their own

interpretation ot the state~ents given to
'them ,

.The capability staJ~ment starts to dictate

design too early by excessivf specifica-

tions. This tends to be a modern problem,

as more effort is ~evoted to t~ to ensure

that the customer and the contractor

.understand tre need wbll enoug,h to avoid

extensive cost overruns an~ possibly

expensive litigation. ,,
The time t~ fix such problems as these is right

here; serious d~sign errors left until, the end may
literally 'sink the ship " as happened with the Vasa.

, ,
The master-planned T&,E concept wa~ devised to

enSture that a programme wilI' reach the required
,

performance-and it addresses this ~spect in all

.programme stages, for it is well recognised that

flaws in thinking and unsound 'practices that are;
,

exposed and can be easily changed at the early

stages. Leaving defects in the beginning can have

disastrous results much later. The Vasa was an

adva.nced des.ign, but it went too far; but well

before it took its fateful journey it was known to be
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faulted from the results of the stability test. The

programme should have been stopped and

reconsidered at that point.

The master;planned T&E process requires that

T &E experts are part of the early deliberations and

that those who are to design and make the system

also make their inputs. The King would have been

well advised) to get serious advice on how far he

could push the designs and what technical risk he

was about to embark upon with his insistence on

'biggFr, more guns and higher' capability

statement.

Master-planned T&E indicates that a

programme proc~eds only if pre~decided

performance expectations are demonstrated with

definitive. tests an'd evaluations. The Vasa

programme, if it had master-planned T &E wouldI I
have had a/document that at least specified the test

procedure and the threshold vall1es to be reach~d at

the variou~ stages 'of build. In that'case, it was well

accepted that the '30 seamen co~ld run back and

forth some 20 tim~s before it shou\d reach alarming

roll amplitudes. i

The test and evaluation staff are part of all

deliberations in that they assist in developing the

criteria that define the testable parameters at

various stages. In the US, these staff are employed

by' the DoD, not the contractots. Here arises a
I

fun~amental dilemma-how to kbep the T&E staff

from being too involved with the designer's

thinking. On one hand they need to be familiar with
j

l1Ia.ior dcsign discussions; yct on thc othcr hand

they 111 ust not bc influenccd by t~ose interactions.

Thus, the T&E team is a part of design

development. Their role is quite different from that

of the contracted 'Independent Valuation and

Validation' (IV & V) activities that are aimed to

accept .performance already given to them in the

TEMP and other top level documerits. So, how does

the T &E team operate to control technical risk?

At this stage, it might be argued that such

testing i, always part of a programme and that

testing is carriep out byl contractors in all

sub-stages-indecd thdt is done. The dirrcrcncc in
Ml1stcr-p\unncd T&E ik lhal lllc wllolc scl or tcsls

are integr~ted to ensure that they map back to 1he

common tbp level capability needs and there is a

good level of visibility in the plan. An example of

poor definition is fouJd in another drama~ic Naval

acquisition failure; this tire it is B~itish. The Royal

Navy decidecJ to install big guns with 32 km firing

ranges on batpeships in the early 19QO's. Somehow

it was overlooked that the first generation hes\gn

was defective. The barrels dipped in. the water even

in mild sea states when the gun was needed for

firing. Perhpps, a look aheap to see ~how the design

might perform in the required circumstances could

have pointed tllis fact. They should have seen this
I

with a simplc modcl in a wpvc tank or pcrhaps cvcn

by using engineering drawings. The Vasa was built

in a period when modelli~g, drawings 'and

computer simulation were not available, .bdt a

simp1e physical.modet possibly would have shown

the defect well ahead bf laying the keel.I

I At the end of the concept stage, the King of

Sweden, if he had had a master-plaRned T&E

proGess in place, would have Ibeen asked many

questions about his capability statement. What was

nccdcd was a much tightcr slalcmcnt, in writing, of

his want, for that cojuld be translated by his naval

and ships' architects into the k~y measures of
I

effectiveness (MOES), which, in turn, break down

eventually into technical performance parameters

that could later be measured with clarity. (Note that

the terminology varies widely for systems
I

engineering process parameters and many words

are uscd synonymously!) Without a clearly stated

and accepted statement of the need programmes

start off without the necessary guidance are needed

to contt:ol technical risk.

It is impo'rtant to recognise that master-

planned T &E is c'arried out with a total whole of
,

life viewpoint. To;day, this also means taking the

T&E right through to operation and even scrapping

require~ents as ~ whole of life process component.

So, what can be done to r~duce the technical risk?
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INFORMATION SOURCES ON TEST &
,

EVALUATION 00
8TEST & EVALUATION MASTER PLAN

DOCUMENT

7. ,
Mastcr-planned T &E is, therefore, a relatively

,
ncw practice. It was not dcvclopcd in the university

cllviroIllllclll, bul by thc US :dcfcllcc and thc

defence contractor p~rsrnnel working under

contract. Th.e written ~ateria1s on this are,

therefore, not generally available in the open

literature. Nor have the paradigm and proces~ been

condensed into teaching materials published by

commercial publisher~. With the apvent of civilian

university groups, suc& as ACTE, \his issue is noW

bcing addrcssed. As I developments I in the T &E

process in th~ US and Australia are unclassified

work and oft~n in the public domain by law, places
t<t look in this age of internet fo~ information on

T &E are frof the homc pagcs of ACTE, Georgia

Tech. 's T & E Researyh and Edu~ation Centre
I

{TEREC), the Pentagon ~SO T&E group, the many

sites for US {est ranges and, to a very limited

extent, from the Wcb sites bf the UK MoO. Thcse
I

gcncrally point to cach othcr. 1

Reynolds I has given a fine introduc,tion to the

general philosophy of mdster-planned T &E. The

US OoO teaching boqk, pefence Systems
Management Center (OSMC)s takes ~he reader

further. It is currently under major revisidn. It is not

openly sold. US DOO6 instruction gives the official

proces~. A basiJ co!:lrse on the 'Principles of T &E'

was developed through the DS~C text mentioned

above 'leading tJ the contracted pffering of Georgia

Tech: , that too~ the m afurials ~ut into .the civilian
arerta. It was taken up by ACTE where it became a

mature set of notes8. Other teachi\lg dobuments are
short course notes of Reynolds9 and Hoivik 10 and

their own US offerings. The thesis of Dvorak2 is
I'

also useful, as it studies the various T &E processes.

By now the reader is wcll aware of the

philosophy of mastcr-plann9d T &E. A proccss is

nOW nccJ~J ll> Cllsurc ll13l lhc prillciplcs of

accountability, traceability and scientifically-based
decision-making are maintained. The TEMP

document is the physical mechanism that ensures

that thcse principles are upheld. It distils the
I

'contract' set up between the various participants
in the programme-from beginning to end. In the

US systems, TEMP is the top level T&E planning
1 ,

document. The TEMP's docu~ent are preparcd for

various periods of the whole of Ilfe cycle-for
development, operation and more. They! are

surprisingly' small documents containing 20-50

pages only. They stale the key teSt parametcrs, their

threshold values to be met and the test methods and

resources needed at the agreed 'show stopper' steps

of the programme.
Preparation, of TEMP documcnts is not a

trivial cxcrcisc but dcmands that all stagcs of thc

programme are1 well considered to realise. the

Iinformation needed. The Vasa would not have been
,started under the TEMP control mechanism until a

satisfactory requirement statement would. have

been confirmed tby the King. The hull would not
I

have been allowed to progress beyond the stabi.lity

test after it had failed to reach the. roll stability

features established as needed. Today, there are

more significant programme characteristics to

cover in TEMP than in the days of the Vasa.

Prototype using computer models and sim~lations,
software maturity, hardware-in-loop stagqs and

physical modelling all need to be allowed for; each

must have its relevant tests and evaluations

described in TEMP. Another system development
and operational characteristic t~ be reckoned with

,
today is the time-changing nature of technology of

the manufacturing processes and the ~inal

application of the system. The TEMP has to allow

for change and to have flexibility built in for this.

These versions have been. developing over the

last ~O years. and ~re now reasonably mature.

However, the nature of T &E is that it is not a fix.ed

process. So, there is need, for those using it to

develop their own support materials and lectures.
I
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9. RESULTS & DIS~USSION
I

A short paper can Jonly whet the appetite 'for

more on master-p'lanned T &E. Reynold's book is

the best introduction iodate I. It has been written for'

those who need to learn why the master-planned

T&E process is needed. across major engiheering

programmes to help reduce the risk of n<:>t reaching

the required performance. He makes it clear that

whilst the new paradigm did develop in defence

programmes, it already finds applications in many
I

civilian areas. I

The Jrocess described her~ is applicable to any
\

programqte whel1e reso¥rces arc! being applIed to

achieve certain gbals. After inve~tigation of current

practices in band managerltent using the

environmental impact statemen~ (EIS) to control

development risk, ACTE staff I are adapting the,
master-~lanned T&E processes for use in land

programmes in Australia. The T &E process

promisis much ~etter control compared with the

EIS method. \
,

The ACTE is also successfully apply'ing the

process tp a major Europeon research programme

i.e. systems engi~eering data representation

exchange system ~SEDRES) that is applying

research to develop an improved system

engineering data-netwJrk used cooperatively by.
five maj~r EU air'craft designers .and

manufactur4rs. Another area in wHich it hi's been

found useful ts alongside the already existing

quality assurance model used in software

development. Howcvcr, it is now riccessary to statc

a word bf caution. The reality is that the

master-planned T &E process is still not the perfect

answer. It alohe will not guarantee that acquisition

programmes will always: deliver the performance

called' for. The appropriate T &E process has to be

set up to suit the type of acquisition and national
I

attitude. It has to .be well accepted. It' is also

important to contro~ other aspects, such as the

systems engin.eering process, human personnel

issucs J\nd poli'licnl pcrlurhnlions.

A.ustralia h~~ just begun to rebuild its defence

capital procuremcnt process, possibly

incorporat'tng master-planned T &E within it. It

appears that the MoD, UK, and EU countries, in

general, have yet to recognise that this paradigm is

different and that it is needed. In the US, it is clear

that they are also adapting the process to suit the

fast changing acquisition processes now seriously

replacing th~ time honoured waterfall

methodology, such as evolutionary, incremental,

phased, dual-process, gemstone, etc. to allow for

commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) products and the

new practices of integrated product teams (IPT).
I

There are many reasons for giving serious

consideration to the introduction of ma9ter-planned

T &E. The main reason would be that without it a

programme can all too easily fall behind schedule,

will cost too much, or, even worse, not perform at

all, as was the case with the Vasa.' \
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